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• The dynamics of black holes in
merging galaxies can tradi>onally
be studied either with 10-100
million par>cle soVened simula>ons
(i.e. Gadget-3) or by unsoVened
direct N-body simula>ons restricted
to ~1 million par>cles (i.e. Nbody-7).
• Three phases of binary evolu>on:
1. Dynamical fric>on from stars and
gas reduces the semi-major axis of
the binary to ~1 pc.
2. Binary orbital energy is further lost
by kicking out stars in three-body
•
interac>ons.
3. At the very ﬁnal stages energy is
emi^ed in gravita>onal waves and
a single SMBH is formed.

We have added a submodule to
GADGET-3 that employs algorithmically regularized dynamics and
resolves the dynamics accurately
near SMBHs with no soVening.

• A ﬁrst step in this
direc>on has been
taken in the rVine
code, which includes
a regularized submodule in the
OpenMP/SPH code
VINE (Wetzstein et al.
2009).

Projected trajectories of regularized par>cles
in the rVine code.

1. KETJU (chain in Finnish): An extension of Gadget-3, which
includes an algorithmically regularized chain (Mikkola & Merri^
2008) module that makes two-body collisions integrable by a
simple leapfrog integrator.
2. Supports mul>ple regularized chains (as opposed to rVine),
where high-resolu>on regularized regions can be included
around every BH in the simula>on.
3. Includes Post-Newtonian correc>ons up to order 3.5 PN (or c7).
Includes an explicit leapfrog that account for the fact that the
PN correc>on terms depend on the par>cle veloci>es, and
possibly spins, in addi>on to the par>cle coordinates. The PN
approach is valid up to ~10 Schwarzschild radii.
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1. The dynamics in the high-resolu>on
region is regularized through a >me
transforma>on that avoids force
divergences and allows even for
par>cle collissions (Mikkola & Tanikawa
1999, Preto & Treimaine 1999).
2. The par>cles are organized into a
chain and in the calcula>on interpar>cle vectors are used which
signiﬁcantly reduces round-oﬀ errors.
3. Par>cles in the chain are integrated
using the Bulirsch-Stoer extrapola>on
method, in which a large number
(~106) substeps are taken during a full
Gadget >mestep resul>ng in good
convergence.
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1. Chain par>cles: All the SMBH
par>cles and stellar par>cles that
lie within the inﬂuence radius of
the SMBHs. Typically rinﬂ~5-10 pc.
MBH
rinfl = ⇥ 10
kpc
10 M
2. Perturber par>cles: Simula>on
par>cles, which induce strong >dal
perturba>ons on a chain system.
Typically rpert=2xrinﬂ ✓
◆1/3
m
r < rpert = ⇥ rinfl
MBH
3. Tree par>cles: Other par>cles that
do not reside near any of the
SMBHs act as ordinary GADGET-3
par>cles.

• The chain subsystem par>cles are
removed from the tree
calcula>on.
• The perturber par>cles feel the
tree force, but in addi>on they
receive a correc>on to their
accelera>on from a nearby chain
system.
• The tree structure treats the BH
+chain macro-par>cle as a
collisionless par>cle.
• At each >mestep the size of the
chain is calculated, as par>cles can
be both absorbed into and ejected
from the chain.
• Chains can also both merge and
split.

All par>cles + BHs

Only chain par>cles+ BHs

• Test Simula>on with a total of 5 SMBHs. Four SMBHs are
situated at the corners of tetrahedron and one is found in the
centre. Each SMBH is ini>ally surrounded by 1000 par>cles.

• The user deﬁned inputs
controlling the chain radius (λ),
the perturber radius (γ) and the
accuracy of the chain integra>on
(ηGBS) are calibrated against the
industry standard: NBODY7.
• A BH with mass M=107 M⊙ is
placed ini>ally on a circular orbit
at the half-mass radius of a 1010
M⊙ Hernquist bulge consis>ng of
100,000 par>cles.
• The soVened Gadget-3 run
grossly overes>mates the decay
>me, whereas we ﬁnd good
convergence with KETJU when
ηGBS≤10-6 and a chain radius of 35
pc.

• Study the hardening of a SMBH binary
with (MBH=5x107 M⊙ each) inside a
M=1010 M⊙ Hernquist bulge. One of the
BHs is at rest at the centre and the
other one is on a circular orbit at 100 pc
ini>al separa>on.
• The gravita>onal soVening length and
chain radius were set to 10 pc, with a 20
pc perturber radius. With ηGBS≤10-6 we
again see good convergence with the
NBODY-7 results.
• Due to the limita>ons of NBODY-7 the
number of par>cles was N=105, the low
number of par>cles can cause some
stochas>city in the results.

• Energy conserva>on of the KETJU
code has to be carefully tested as
the gravita>onal poten>al includes
both soVened and non-soVened
regions.
• The error of the ARCHAIN rou>ne
remains below or of the order of
the ηGBS parameter, that is ΔE/
E≤10-6.
• A long integra>on over 500 Myr
shows that the total energy
conserva>on of KETJU is of the
order of ΔE/E≤10-3, which is of
similar order as for standard
Gadget-3 for the same test
problem.

• The most >me-consuming phase of
the code is the tree construc>on and
force calcula>on as this has to be
done at every >mestep.
• The chain calcula>on typically
consumes 10-30% of the total >me,
but at rare occasions it can be as high
as 50%.
• The scaling is good up to 120 CPUs,
which is suﬃcient for runs with
par>cles of the order of 50-100
million.
• At larger CPU numbers
communica>on cost in the chain
(typically few 100s of par>cles) starts
to aﬀect the performance.

Collisionless

• Typically in simula>ons BHs merge instantly when they are within
the soVening length. We use instead a physically mo>vated merger
criterion from the gravita>onal wave dominated coalescence >me
(Peters’ 1963 formula ):
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• The inclusion of the post-Newtonian correc>ons are crucial for
enabling the ﬁnal merger of the two black holes.
• The emission of gravita>onal waves drives down the eccentricity and
the black holes merge on a circular orbit.

• A more realis>c setup involves
collisionless ellip>cal galaxies,
which we approximate as a
spherically symmetric Hernquist
sphere consis>ng of a stellar
component, a dark ma^er halo
and a central SMBH.
• The ini>al condi>on is setup by
obtaining the respec>ve phasespace distribu>on func>ons by
numerical integra>on of the
Eddington formula:

Time evolu>on of the radii enclosing 80, 50, 30 and 10% of the
mass, demonstra>ng the stability of our ini>al condi>ons.

•

Major merger between two ellip>cals
with M*=1011 M⊙ stellar mass,

MDM=1012 M⊙ DM mass and MBH=108
M⊙ black holes. N*=106 and NDM=105
with λ=εgrav=10 pc.
• The resolu>on can s>ll be increased
by a factor of 10-100.

1. The KETJU code is a version of Gadget includes an algorithmically
regularized chain module that makes two-body collisions
integrable by a simple leapfrog integrator.
2. Par>cles are divided into 1) Chain par>cles, 2) Perturber par>cles
and 3) Tree par>cles. The size of the chain and the number of
perturbers is controlled by free parameters. Typically the chain
has 50-100s par>cles in our test runs.
3. Post-Newtonian correc>ons up to 3.5 PN order are included,
which enable modelling the dynamics of the BHs to very small
radii (R~10 RS). This also enables an es>mate of the gravita>onal
wave emission and a more realis>c SMBH coalescence >mescale.
4. Next steps include runs with gas, a full galaxy merger simula>on
and ﬁnally runs with feedback and star forma>on. The ul>mate
goal is to run full regularized cosmological simula>ons.

